
World Bank Warns of Stagflation, 
Lowers Growth Forecast

- The World Bank lowered its yearly growth 
forecast for the global economy from 4.1% to 
2.9%, significantly lower than the 2021 total of 
5.7%. The World Bank cited the ongoing war in 
Ukraine and lingering Covid-19 pandemic 
effects as strong disruptors of the economy.
- According to the World Bank, the mood 
around growth forecasts for subsequent years 
has also dampened, hinting that to some 
degree, supply-chain issues, the war in 
Ukraine, and inflation are here to stay. Sources: WSJ and BMO Capital Markets

Yellen’s Financial Forecast
- Testifying before the Senate Finance Committee on Tuesday, Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen 
expressed her concerns about a possible extended period of elevated inflation. The Biden 
Administration’s original forecast for inflation’s average stood at 4.7%; Yellen added that the number 
will grow,
- Her comments come as supply-chain issues remain persistent across the world, the war in Ukraine 
has not shown any signs of slowing down, and high gas prices could all be to blame for slowing 
down global growth.
Apple’s Dive Into FinTech

- During Apple’s developer’s conference Monday, the company announced its plans to create a Buy 
Now, Pay Later service named Apple Pay Later. This extended Apple’s recent streak of developing 
FinTech services as later this month, the company will introduce a feature that will give people the 
ability to pay another individual by simply tapping iPhones.
- The news of this development sent several competing, Buy Now, Pay Later companies’ stock prices 
tumbling; Affirm was down 5% on Monday and 4% on Tuesday, Apple closed down 1% Monday but 
rallied on Tuesday, regaining 2.1% in the market
Abelian Partners Welcomes Fresh Faces

- Monday morning saw 4 new individuals join the Abelian Partners team. Ben Shaver, a recent 
graduate of Georgia, has joined as a full-time analyst. Tony Barletta joined as a full-time associate 
intern, while Meredith Frederick and Matteo Whelton joined as full-time analyst interns
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